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The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmonia
by
Joe R. Christopher
.The poem, in rima royal, was written/or the marriage of a friend of mine, Donna Walker-Nixon
(hence the dedication). She's a writer of realistic fiction, mainly laid in Texas (think of
something in intention like Anderson's Winesburg or Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha). Hence the
emphasis on writing the history of Thebes in my poem. Her husband is also going to do some
writing. I picked the Greek myth of Cadmus and Harmonia because it got in a marriage and an
emphasis on the introduction of the alphabet to the Greeks-and hence writing. The theme of
agapeleros is set up in a discussion, and is echoed again in the necklace of Eros=this material is
because of my interest, not because of my friend. The story of Cadmus and Harmonia was in my
mind because, in 1994, I read Robert Cafasso 's retelling of it; some details I borrowed from
him, some from elsewhere. I read my poem at my friend's wedding-one of two original poems
read there.

For Donna Walker-Nixon and Timothy Charles Hobbs

When Thebes was built with all its seven gates,
Why then Phoenician Cadmus felt it time
His festal marriage bond to celebrate
Wrth Harmony, in feast and dance and rhyme,
In sacred vows, in irises and thyme.
Oh cast the crocuses, narcissi, mint,
Before their feet; cast petals without stint.
From Mount Olympus, the goddesses came down,
The gods came also, taking mortal form,
For Cadmus once had gained a great renown,
Distracting Typhon, he with heads a-swarm,
From his control of Zeus's lightning storm.
When Cadmus played his pipes, his harmony
Was such that Typhon listed the melody.
Then Zeus bepromised him the lovely daughter
Of Ares and of Aphrodite fair,
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Harmonia, whose presence ever brought her
High praise and admiration's sudden flare-To see her was to love the very air.
Within her presence, the world seemed unified,
When-else a cleft would land from land divide.
At banquet Zeus and Cadmus calmly sat,
Pouring each other wine, talking of eros;
But not techniques or moody pitapat,
But high results of Love's besharpened arrows,
Like running fast-flowing waves thorough the narrows.
Can eros lead to highest agape
(They asked), from body into soul array?
While males of body and of psyche spoke,
Came Aphrodite ever young and fair
And gave an ancient necklace, with jewels yoked,
To Harmony, her mortal daughter there-A necklace rich to every eye ensnare.
"Receive this collar that Zeus gave Europa,
Of beryls built, of moonstones, turquoise, opal.
"Hepheestus wrought this first for Eros' birth,
Your strong, immortal brother, and it shall bless
Your union with this man through life on earth-Although in later hands, its gaudiness
Shall lead to great disaster, great distress."
She clasp mock serpents 'round Harmonia's throat,
And lo! her beauty shone, sans antidote.
Then Zeus blessed Cadmon too, "Your rule shall bring
Your people knowledge of a lasting kind:
No longer tied to oral accrediting,
No longer with mere memory aligned,
No longer kept within a skull's weak mind;
For longer than stone monuments shall last
The reeds that bow to breeze 's weakest cast."
Oh glorious alphabet, oh letters true,
Not just for priests, not just for traders skilled,
But for the people's use as they would doFor epitaphs and love songs, drames of a guild,
For tragedies and satyrs, and epics willedMythic Circle #26, pg. 21

Or-writ on clay, papyrus, or on stone,__

A kingdom's glory's built on words alone.
OfTbebes, the history's remembered yet- The sown men at the first, andSemele,
Mother of Dionysus; stone walls then set
By lyring of Amphion; the Sphinx's fee;
Oedipus's return; Antigone,
After the Seven against the City failed;
Tiresias' word ofloss-their sons prevailed.
No catalogue is more than mere suggestion,
A hint of verbal wealth a city holdsThe gods, perhaps, knew all that great succession,
But Cadmus and Harmonia time controlled,
Nor yet Tiresias born that knowledge tholed.
What Zeus meant in his blessing was not clearThe couple took the words as thoughts to revere.
And lo! the great procession from the hall
To where the marriage chamber central lay,
The wedding bed at Thebes' own center installed,
With mythic scenes on tapestries displayedZeus and Mnemosyne at play, at play.
Oh Hymen, god of marriage, went before them,
There casting petals up, which settled o'er them.
Petals of roses, hyacinths, and thyme,
Of crocuses, narcissi, violets-Almost it seemed the very skies betimes
Were raining flowers, a sprinkled coronetA beauty which their thoughts, their love, did whet.
Midst odors, colors, music's joy out-rangAn epithalamion Apollo sang.
And what results for Thebes did come of this,
This last time gods came down to mortal wedding?
'What came, what came, of blessings and of bliss?
What came to raise the state with glory spreading?
What fixed the way men thought to firm embedding?
Phoenician letters taught by Cadmus free,
Through love of urban, beauteous Harmony.
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